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The city of New York was recently host to a Global Marketing Summit,
the brainchild of Text Appeal’s Elliot Polak and organized by the

I can’t remember exactly when the “think global, act local” phrase

International Advertising Assn.’s local chapter with sponsor support from

came into being, but I do know it’s been long enough for some people

CNN, Google, and Time. Too many years had passed since New York

to dismiss it as passé. Maybe the phrase has been overused, but clearly

was the center for worldwide marketing discussion. Yet, the city’s

the global-local issue is still one that gets attention.

characteristic energy and internationalism were undeniably present in the
conference room at the Princeton Club where multinational clients,
agency and media executives from around the globe were abuzz with
discussion points on topics ranging from how to better measure ROI to
what new consumer engagement techniques really work to whether
traditional global agency structure would have a place in the future.

In talking to advertising and marketing people, we hear everything
from “globalization is dead” to “globalization is in its infancy.”
We suspect that the divide is not as wide as it appears when a
definition of “globalization” is established and when the discussion
delves into details, especially differences in different categories and how
much local customs and cultures affect buying patterns in those

One of the day’s panels was devoted to local/global issues, the subject

categories.We also suspect that many would like to come up with

of inter national ist’s feature this month. Marketing executives from

another term besides globalization because of the antiglobalization

General Electric, Hewlett-Packard, and Delta Airlines discussed how

movement, which, as marketing guru Philip Kotler says, is

they organized their teams around the world, kept messages relevant,

a mixed bag of causes from labor protection to environmental

fine-tuned creative, and saw the future of their global businesses.

protection, mostly unrelated to marketing.

One voice stood out, given the simplicity of its message.
MTV’s David Clark, when mentioning global scale and local
relevance, said the real challenge to us all is constantly striking the
right balance between what we perceive as local and global.

We think it’s a topic and an issue that will be, and rightly so,
front and center for some time to come. In this issue of inter national ist,
we hear the views about globalization of three international
marketing executives based in three different countries, working

“Balance” may not be the final word in the ongoing redefinitions and

in three different industry categories.We also hear from an

debates between local and global or centralized and decentralized

international agency executive with a somewhat different point of view.

structure, but I can’t think of a better starting point in the discussion.
We hope you think all of their views are as enlightening as we do.
And we would like to hear yours.

deborah malone

nancy s. giges
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encircled by Vs
In this global launch for Valentino V fine fragrance,
P&G Prestige Beauté aims to refresh the classic
image of Valentino with a touch of modernity. The
campaign by Callegari Berville Grey features
supermodel Eugenia V as a modern goddess being adored
by hundreds of Vs, irresistibly drawn towards her.
Toying with the Vs, she grabs some to create the new
Valentino V fragrance. The campaign is traveling
across Europe, the Middle East, Africa, North
America, and Latin America and will break later in
Asia. Media is handled by Starcom.

•

snapping up camera phones
Camera phones are hot in Europe, according to a recent TNS Gallup lifestyle survey commissioned by Metro International.
Some 50% more young metropolitan Europeans, 18-to-35-year-olds living and working in major cities, own a camera phone than
six months ago, the survey found. Of the 93% of young metropolitans, who own a mobile, 28% now have a camera phone.Young
Athenians lead the way in camera phones, with 43% of Greek mobile phone owners toting a camera phone, compared with 17% in
the Czech Republic.
Mobile phone ownership generally has increased only by 10% among young Europeans since 2002. Swedes and Finns lead, with
98% and 97% ownership, respectively. Poland has the lowest mobile penetration with 88%.
TNS Gallup conducts the survey in two waves annually, interviewing 24,000 in metropolitan areas.
Greg Miall, Metro director of international advertising, said the survey provides valuable insight for advertisers and agencies into
the fast-changing lifestyle and purchasing habits of Europe’s affluent young metropolitans. As disposable income rises, young people
are spending more on technology, he noted, adding that the product replacement cycle is accelerating.

•
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MAY 12
THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE
OF GLOBAL ADVERTISING
GLOBAL ADVERTISING LAWYERS
ALLIANCE
PLACE:

PLACE:

Swissotel, Sydney
www.afa.org.au;
afamail@afa.org.au
PRICE: member A$120 plus GST
RESERVATIONS:

PLACE:

Waldorf Astoria Hotel,
New York
RESERVATIONS:
www.magazine.org/NYC2005FIPP
or Helen Bland, helen@fipp.com
PRICE: FIPP member US$2,500;
non-member US$2,750
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clear differences in values and
consumption behavior among
geographic regions, according to
hakuhodo global habit 2004 survey
•Americans are health conscious and eager for challenges. In contrast, Japanese and Chinese
prefer to avoid risk.

•Tokyo is the most environment-conscious city in the world.
•People in Asia want a slow-paced retirement. Europeans and Americans want to remain
active. Tokyo is No. 1 in its residents’ desire to stay physically young.

•In

Milan and Tokyo, people want to enjoy the present moment. In Shanghai, Singapore, and
Hong Kong, they give priority to preparing for the future.

•Tokyo is distinctive in that fewer than half want to save to leave something to their children
instead of spending their money on themselves.

•America and Hong Kong score high on desire to try new products. People in Tokyo have
relatively little interest in new products.They do, however, hate having the same things as
other people.

•Japan’s reputation for high-quality products remains robust. Products made in America
are No. 2.

•Europeans and Americans give Japanese products high marks for being pioneering. From an
Asian perspective, however, Korean products score higher on energy and vitality.

•Japanese products are perceived as stylish. Americans and Europeans have confidence in
American and European products.

•In China, Korean products are seen as superior to Japanese products on every dimension
but quality.•

MAY 25
43RD D&D AWARDS
CEREMONY & DINNER
PLACE:

Old Billingsgate, London
44-(0)20-7840-1127
PRICE: D&D member £212;
non-member £265 including VAT
RESERVATIONS:

Submit your events to
editorial@inter-national-ist.com
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A series of posters for the Royal Ballet in London by Lowe London

•

is a reminder of how art reflects life. Media agency is Initiative.

Source: Hakuhodo Global Habit 2004

MAY 22–25
35TH FIPP WORLD MAGAZINE
CONGRESS

T

America.

MAY 18
ADVERTISING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING &
LUNCHEON

E V E N T S

InterContinental The Barclay,
New York
RESERVATIONS:
www.gala-marketlaw.com/
legallandscapeseminar.html
PRICE: US$200

N

Based on survey of 25,000 respondents in 31 cities in Asia, Europe, and
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regulations and reports
•The EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT has passed legislation

L

I

banning a series of

marketing practices including advertising that encourages kids to
pester their parents into a purchase. The directive lists 28

N

E V E N T S

F

airline prices that apply only to a few seats on a certain route,
describing a product as free if the consumer has to pay anything
other than unavoidable delivery or collection costs. The law is
expected to be implemented across the European Union by 2007.

•The

World Federation of Advertisers is supporting a EUROPEAN UNION

initiative aimed at addressing the significant increases in the
incidence of obesity across Europe, particularly among children.
The program will seek to identify and replicate best practices in
promoting healthier lifestyles. The WFA’s participation is
recognition from advertisers that they have a role to play in
tackling obesity. Stephan Loerke, WFA managing director said,
“Changing individual behavior is not easy.” All stakeholders should
contribute to finding solutions, he noted. “Changing dietary
habits and lifestyles will require the mobilization of society as
a whole, something that can only be achieved through collective

C O M I N G

business practices as unlawful which include advertising discount

E

S

JUNE 2
A NIGHT IN BANGKOK
IAA NEW YORK ANNUAL GALA
PLACE: Rainbow Room,
30 Rockefeller Plaza
RESERVATIONS: director@iaany.org
PRICE: US$375

JUNE 3
BREAKFAST SEMINAR:
MADE IN SWEDEN
IAA SWEDEN
PLACE: Summit, Grev Turegatan 30,
Stockholm
RESERVATIONS:
contact@iaasweden.org
PRICE: IAA member SEK350;
non-member SEK450

JUNE 6–7
15TH NATIONAL ADVANCED
CORPORATE COUNSEL
FORUM ON ADVERTISING LAW
JUNE 8
POST CONFERENCE WORKSHOP
PLACE:

Mid-America Club, Chicago

RESERVATIONS:

www.AmericanConference.com/adlaw
1-888 224 2480
PRICE: US$1,795 conference;
US$2,295 including workshop

consensus building.”

•

According to Adlaw by Request, a proposed EUROPEAN UNION law
addressing commercial practices would expose advertisers to
potential liability under the varying laws of all 25 EU countries
if a “country of origin” clause is not included. The directive
is designed to improve consumer confidence in cross-border trading
of goods and services by establishing common standards that
prohibit unfair business practices and misleading advertising.
The European Publishers Council says the outcome of the directive
will have a great impact on advertising regulation.

•A

magazine study in BELGIUM, published by Medialogue, the

JUNE 8–10
THE 2005 EUROPEAN
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS
SYMPOSIUM (JUNE 8)
THE 2005 EUROPEAN
ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS
SYMPOSIUM (JUNE 9–10)
ASI CONFERENCES
PLACE: Radisson SAS Béke Hotel,
Budapest
RESERVATIONS: 44-1822-618-628;
asi@dial.pipex.com;
www.asi.eu.com
PRICE: £1280 or €1840, both conferences;
communications only £480 or €690;
advertising only £900 or €1300

advertising department of Sanoma Magazines Belgium, debunks several
myths about the influence of the placement of ads. Most advertising
professionals believe that an ad in the front half of a magazine
and on a right page will have more impact. However, according to
the study, placement ranks lowest of many influential factors.
When an ad generates little impact, it is more likely due to
reasons other than its placement.

•
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JUNE 16–17
FACILITATION AND LEADERSHIP
SYNECTICS CREATIVITY
WORKSHOP
PLACE: London
RESERVATIONS:
rneill@synecticsworld.com;
44-207-616-9797
PRICE: £1,450 plus VAT
JUNE 19–25
52ND INTERNATIONAL
ADVERTISING FESTIVAL
PLACE: Palais des Festivals, Cannes
RESERVATIONS: www.canneslions.com
or 44-(0)20-7239-3400
PRICE: Various ranging up to full
registration at €2,093 including VAT
JUNE 22–23
ONLINE MARKETING EUROPE 2005
PLACE: Congress Palace Palma,
Palma de Mallorca
RESERVATIONS: www.ome2005.com;
fax: 34-971-72-30-27
PRICE:
€49.90 plus 16% VAT for exhibition;
€129 plus 7% VAT for gala dinner;
€99 plus 7% VAT for closing party

E V E N T S

Grand Copthorne Waterfront
RESERVATIONS: 65-6220-8382;
fax: 65-6220-7187
PRICE: IAS & IAA members S$850;
others US$850 (S$1360) for
conference and Effie awards dinner;
other rates for individual events
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purchasing power
Hamburger lovers in Nairobi have to work
three hours to pay for a Big Mac, whereas
Chicago workers can afford one with just nine
minutes’ pay. On average in the 70
cities surveyed, it takes 35 minutes of working
time to be able purchase a Big Mac.

•

MINUTES OF WORKING TIME
REQUIRED TO BUY ONE BIG MAC
CHICAGO

9

26

ROME

LOS ANGELES

10

27

SEOUL

MIAMI

10

27

SHANGHAI

TOKYO

10

29

MOSCOW

HONG KONG

12

32

JOHANNESBURG

NEW YORK

12

32

SÃO PAULO

FRANKFURT

15

34

ISTANBUL

AMSTERDAM

16

40

PRAGUE

BERLIN

16

41

BUENOS AIRES

COPENHAGEN

16

42

BUDAPEST

LONDON

16

46

BANGKOK

BRUSSELS

18

59

MANILA

SYDNEY

18

64

JAKARTA

PARIS

19

72

MEXICO CITY

STOCKHOLM

19

75

KIEV

DUBAI

20

76

BUCHAREST

SINGAPORE

20

90

BOGOTÁ

ATHENS

21

104

MUMBAI

MADRID

21

132

KARACHI

KUALA LUMPUR

24

181

NAIROBI

N

E

S

Methodology: Price of product divided by weighted average net hourly pay across 13 occupations.

PLACE:

C O M I N G

JUNE 9–10
7TH SINGAPORE
INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING
CONGRESS
INSTITUTE OF ADVERTISING
SINGAPORE, SUPPORTED BY
IAA SINGAPORE

O

hidden
sugars
Pointing out that food
considered good for
you, such as bread,
potato, and pasta,
contains ingredients
that turn into sugar,
Unilever promotes its

www.inter-national-ist.com

C I T Y

MINUTES

MINUTES

to protect teeth and
Source: UBS AG, Wealth Management Research
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toothpastes as a way
JULY 21–22
CREATIVITY WITH CONSUMERS/
CUSTOMERS/EXPERTS
SYNECTICS CREATIVITY
WORKSHOP
PLACE: London
RESERVATIONS:
rneill@synecticsworld.com;
44-207-616-9797
PRICE: £1,450 plus VAT

gums. Advertising by
Bartle Bogle Hegarty
is running in Austria,
Belgium, France,
Finland, Greece, Italy,
Sweden, and
Switzerland. Media is

•

by Mindshare.
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working in kiev
After 25 years in international advertising at BBDO, based in New York, and for the past two years
at agencies and in publishing in Sydney, Les Margulis is now making his home in Kiev. As executive media
director of the Atlantic Group, he is responsible for strategic development at all media units. Although
he has traveled the world, Margulis has encountered new experiences since moving to Kiev earlier this year.
in the streets: The drivers are unreal:The streets are so narrow that during rush hours most drivers drive on the sidewalks.
They make pedestrians scurry away from the front bumper as they tool along at 30-to-40 miles per hour. Since there are no car parks,
most people just park on the sidewalk as well. A most unusual system.
grocery shopping: I went to the supermarket last night and found 350 brands of vodka on the shelves and one brand of tomato

ketchup. Now this is a country that has its priorities right.
getting connected: The cable people came early in the week (I get only one English-language station and 42 in Russian) and

installed at great expense my very own satellite dish. Now I get 119 stations in Italian, 57 in Arabic, 42 in French, 233 in languages
I never heard of and two in English.
appliance repair: The washing machine broke for a second time already so the landlord came over, had a look, and “yes that is

water in the drum.” So off he went to find a repairman to fix it. Repairman came and fixed, and it worked for exactly 3.5 minutes.
taking care of clothes the old-fashioned way: I asked for a clothes dryer which seems to be a revolutionary thought here.
But I do have a laundry line outside on the terrace.The housekeeper did the clothes, hand wrung them, and hung them on the line to
dry.The thermostat showed -10C (+10F). Needless to say, the laundry froze board stiff, and I had to melt the clothes over a hot stove
in a frying pan so I could wear them.
celebrating: It doesn’t take much to encourage a party. Soon after I arrived one was held to commemorate Russian War Day.
In the past there was a large parade down the main street. Now there are no more Russian tanks so people use this day as an excuse to
drink champagne at 10 in the morning.That’s a good enough reason for me.
lost in translation: We had a substitute receptionist this week, a young woman whose English was a bit iffy. I asked her

to ring the Opera House to see what was playing, and she said it was a very famous Russian Opera, “The Siberian Haircut.” I was
slightly mystified since I had never heard of it, and I am an opera buff. On my way home, I walked by the Opera to see what was
on the marquee. It turned out to be “The Barber of Seville.” Apparently “Seville” and “Siberia” are almost the same word in Russian.
Somehow I pictured, old survivors of Stalin, on the gulag, sipping vodka, and eating tapas.

•

a travel bag update from john goodman
It is with deep regret that I have to inform you of the untimely demise of my bag. After its blaze of glory in your
publication, it was obviously primed for greater things, but alas, that was not to be. It accompanied me on a trip up the
Karakoram highway in Pakistan to the Hunza Valley. For me a time to relax and explore; for bag, a brief pause before
the next step toward bag greatness. However, the stresses and strains of the highway after five years and the hard road
proved too much. It fell to pieces. It will be disposed of in a discreet yet stylish way—as indeed it lived.
No flowers please.

•

John Goodman is CEO, India and South Asia, of Ogilvy & Mather and was brave enough to be the first
internationalist to reveal what he carries in his travel bag (Issue 2005-2).
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To realize the full
possibilities of this
economy, we must reach
beyond our own borders,
to shape the revolution
that is tearing down
barriers and building
new networks among
nations and individuals,
and economies and
cultures: globalization.
It’s the central reality
of our time.
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—U.S. PRESIDENT WILLIAM J. CLINTON

Photodisc Photography/ veer.com
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C O V E R

economists to social scientists. If you do an Internet search for “globalization quotes,” among

S T O R Y

Globalization is on the minds of everyone from leaders in business and government to

the many weighing in you’ll find Kofi Annan, Jacques Chirac, Bill Gates, Paul Samuelson,
Gerhard Schroeder,Tran Duc Luong, and Jack Welch.
For the advertising and marketing industry, the potential of expansion into new markets
opened an era of opportunity for greater growth. And in a few short years, globalization has
evolved from a simple means to efficient growth to a complex strategy of balancing
efficiency with sensitivity to local culture and customs.
Some advertising and marketing experts,Tim Love, president, global clients,TBWA
Worldwide, for one, maintain that globalization was more about standardization and logistics
and is already over, giving way to “the age of interculturalism”
(see Commentary, page 21). Others, such as Allyson StewartAllen, director of International Marketing Partners, say
globalization is far from over.
The difference of opinion may be more semantics than
substance. She says, “If you’re defining globalization as a format
rolled out in several international countries and one that stays
consistent across all of them, you could say globalization was
short-term. Companies that impose their template on the people
of the world don’t enjoy long-term success.”

/MULTI-LOCAL
DIALOGUE

C O V E R

S T O R Y

a l l y s o n s te w a r t - a l l e n
Director

In a recent Journal of
International Marketing article,
Professors
Isabelle Schuiling
“Companies that impose their
(University of Louvain) and Jeantemplate on the people of the world
Noël Kapferer (HEC School of
don’t enjoy long-term success.”
Management) suggest that
eliminating local brands to develop international
ones may be a mistake. In a study, they found
that local brands benefit more from higher
consumer awareness, from customer perceptions
of good quality, and from perceptions of
better value and trust than do international
steve cone
CITIGROUP
brands.This creates a unique relationship with
consumers that international brands cannot
necessarily reproduce even with substantial
Advertising for the
marketing investment, they say.
Citigroup Private
There is no universal agreement. Says
Bank, such
Steve Cone, managing director and head of
as this series of
advertising and brand management for
Q&As with
Citigroup Global Wealth Management, “I
different Citigroup
don’t think globalization is dead. I think it’s
executives, looks
increased” and will continue to do so and
and feels the same
not just for reasons of efficiency.
in all parts of the
Mats Rönne,VP-brand management of
world. “Extremely
Electrolux, sees the global movement
affluent people
waxing and waning. “You always get the
have the same
pendulum swinging both ways—moving
issues, the same
toward global then away,” he says. “We are
interests, and
clearly in a very global phase.”
Steve Wheeler,VP-advertising of the
generally respond
Emirates
Group, sees companies at different
to the same type
stages. “Some brands and some countries
of product and
are behind the curve and will inevitably
service offering,
exploit economies of scale, marketing
and they view
synergies, and lower cost advantages of the
themselves
globalization process. Some, like the
very much tied
Emirates Group, are already global brands
to the global
and are moving into deeper relationships
economy,” says
with customers in specific markets, while
Citigroup’s Cone.
continuing expansion into second and
third tier markets.”
As marketers go about devising their
international strategies, they must decide how
much to play up their country of origin.“If
the country of origin has a rich heritage and
highly held reputation in that product category,
then it’s an asset,” says Stewart-Allen,
co-author of “Working with Americans.”
She cites as examples France and perfume;
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING PARTNERS

France and champagne; Britain and ale; America
and software, and America and computers.
Recent American foreign policy, however, has
tainted brands from America, she says, and U.S.
brands need to determine whether their
American heritage is an asset or not. “Every
brand should be self-aware. American brands
have been pretty insensitive generally because
consumers outside America haven’t minded the
American heritage, but increasingly it’s less of an
asset because the American lifestyle is no longer
one to which people all over the world aspire in
the ways they used to,” she says.
inter national ist asked Cone, Rönne, and
Wheeler, who work in three different industries
headquartered in three different parts of the
world, about their views and their company’s
practices regarding globalization.
C I T I G R O U P
“a more global economy every day”

For Citigroup’s Cone, the vast majority of
products and services should be pretty much sold
the same way globally.
“Major products and services that are sold
in multiple markets generally should be part of
a globalized, very common look and campaign,”
he says, because “we’re in more of a global
economy every day.”
He cited as an example Citigroup’s private
bank campaign consisting of television and print
created by Merkley & Partners.The advertising
has run globally for the past five years and is
seen in some 100 countries. “It’s the same look,
the same feel, the same message or messages
(everywhere),” he says.
Citigroup has been very successful in
positioning itself as a global brand and is viewed
as such, says Cone. “We have operated as an
integral part of the financial system in many of
these countries for a couple of centuries. On the
retail side, people think of us a local brand. On
the institutional side, they clearly know that we
are a U.S.-based company.”
But, he says, that’s a positive. For them, U.S.
heritage means financial stability and their
money is safe. “That…trumps what country you
happen to be from in this arena,” he says.
Other goodwill comes from the fact that

mats rönne
ELECTROLUX

Citigroup has been in
these countries for a
long time, 98% of its
employees are local,
and “we don’t cut and
run.We stay in good
times and bad, and they
understand that we’re
financially stronger
than any company in the
world regardless of
what business they’re in
because of our balance
sheet and working capital.And their money is safe.”
Although the communications for the private
bank division of Citigroup is the most global
because extremely affluent people are very
homogenous, other Citigroup businesses take
a global approach too. “The consumer bank
does similar advertising in different countries,”
Cone says. If the corporate and investment bank
embarks on a campaign as is being considered,
it would be worldwide too, he says.
E L E C T R O L U X
“more convergent than divergent”

Electrolux’s Rönne says “we are thinking quite a
bit about [globalization]” and how the company
should respond since in the home appliance
category, there are still some major differences
from country to country.
Cooking has a number of country or local
differences because of the types of food
purchased, where it is purchased, and how often
consumers shop, all of which affect appliance
use.There are considerable differences and
preferences in the laundry category too, with
front-loaded machines used in most of Europe
and top-loaded machines in North America and
Latin America.
Two years ago, Electrolux consolidated its
European, North American, and most of its
Asian advertising at Lowe Worldwide so that
it could have a global consistency for the
Electrolux brand. “We have a company that had
a culture of a high degree of local autonomy,

and we needed a network to help us work that
out,” Rönne explains.
He says there are clearly local, regional, or
national standards that must be understood and
observed. “You need to understand customs and
local cultures, but the basic promise and what
the brand stands for should be the same across
markets as we move toward more global products,
global platforms, and global innovation.”
He believes that with globalization many
brands need to refer to their heritage to
communicate what they stand for
and to make their promises credible.
“One way of anchoring that is not
necessarily with the country of
origin but with the beliefs of the
company,” he says.
Regardless, “you can’t hide
your heritage or origin. …
Certain countries are characterized
by certain attributes, and most
companies when they are
described by the media tend to be
described by having two [descriptors]
stuck in front of the company name,
where are they from and what category
of business they are in, [such as Swedish
white goods maker Electrolux].We are a
white goods maker, and we are based in
Sweden.That’s a fact.Then it’s up to us
to make sure those facts are something
we can convert into advantages and
benefits for our customers.”
He says that execution and delivery of
solutions are tailored to local needs and vary
depending on what the brand or company stands
for and its position in the market. “We have
different starting points in different regions. But
we are making progress. It’s not something you
change in a day or a month. It takes time.We
have a global brand dictionary and all the
definitions for our brand in common,” he says.
In Europe, where Electrolux has been in
most countries for more than 50 years, it is a very
large player. In North America, the company has
a heritage in vacuum cleaners but is just entering

Electrolux’s advertising is a
combination of country-specific
executions such as this dishwasher
ad created for Belgium (below, left)
and a pan-European series (below,
right) for the Quick Chill refrigerator,
all with the tagline “makes life a little
easier.” Ads in the U.S., such as the
one at the bottom introducing

the brand in wall oven category,
take a different tack, says Rönne
because the company’s white goods
are new to the U.S. The ads refer
to the company’s 70-year heritage
and strength in Europe.
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country of origin. a benefit or disadvantage?

steve wheeler
EMIRATES GROUP

Wheeler says there are
tremendous benefits of a
globally consistent message.
The advertising platform,
“Keep discovering” helps
position the airline in both new
and existing markets. “In new
markets, we ask flyers to ‘keep
discovering’ a new airline; in
mature markets we ask them
to discover new products,
such as a free chauffeur drive
service to the airport. ... It
works at every level,” he says.
The pilot execution (below)
was developed by Emirates’
U.S. agency, ISM, for the
New York-Dubai launch, but
has since been adapted for
places as diverse as France,
New Zealand, and Nigeria.

American brands and culture are no longer the attraction
the white goods market.
they once were. In fact, just the opposite.
“It’s a different market
A recent poll of 20,000 consumers in 20 countries by
message we have to convey
Global Market Insite found that nearly one in five
there. In Asia, we are an
consumers indicated they would avoid purchasing American
import, a European brand
brands or products because of U.S. foreign policy. The
in Asia, so we
strongest anti-American sentiment comes from Europe and
have a slightly
South Korea. Nearly a quarter of French consumers indicate
different position
that they avoid purchasing American brands and products.
in the market
In South Korea, the number is nearly three out of
there as well.”
every ten consumers.
The account is
Only if consumers have no other choice are American
coordinated out
brands insulated. In the technology and related sectors,
of London and
The insulated brands include Intel, Microsoft, and Yahoo,
has four creative
says Ken Pick, associate director, Global Market Insite’s
hubs, in London,
GMIPoll, because consumers realize there are no alternatives.
New York,
The poll found that the brands that may suffer most
Singapore, and Stockholm.
because of anti-Americanism include Amazon, Apple, AOL,
For media, Electrolux has a
Dell, eBay, and IBM. Those also at risk include Nintendo
pan-European contract
and Motorola. Pick says that some consumers think that
with Zenith, and buys
Nintendo is an American brand.
through local agencies in
Brands that fell into the safe category were mostly
other regions.
Asian and European, although Kodak and Duracell were also
The trend though is “more
part of the group. “A lot of consumers confuse Kodak’s
convergent than divergent.
country of origin as Japan,” says Pick, “or they frankly
Our focus is more on
don't really know where Kodak is from.”
understanding that the more
we understand consumers, the
the globe, “enabling our communications in
more we find that their basic drives, motivations,
a Sydney weekend magazine, for example, to be
preferences are very similar across the world.
linked with our outdoor advertising at the
You can segment into different groups but those
Vienna airport.”
people exist across all markets,” he says.
As for references to its heritage, the airline
and its country of origin are intrinsically linked.
E M I R A T E S
G R O U P
“[The airline] is one of the engines of growth
“consistent across the globe”
for the huge expansion that Dubai is witnessing
The Emirates Group’s Steve Wheeler believes
at present. At the same time the airline obviously
that where companies are situated on the
benefits from huge infrastructure projects that
globalization/multi-local continuum depends on
are changing the face of the city. We work
the brand and the product or service category.
closely with tourism marketing teams in the
“Our core target audience is the frequent
city to ensure that the Emirates and Dubai
long-haul business class/premium economy
brands are entwined and that our messages are
passenger and, if anything, the trend towards
consistent across the 80 markets that we fly to,”
homogenous preferences and common motivations
Wheeler explains.
continues apace,”
He says one of the ways the airline doesn’t
says Wheeler.
lose touch with local markets while remaining
That’s why
global is by working with regional cluster
Emirates’ advertising
agencies rather than a lead agency. “This enables
and promotion
us to retain brand control, but exploit local
are extremely
strengths and understanding,” he says.
consistent across

•
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An idea is
not an idea
unless it
changes
someone’s
perception
of the world.
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The landscape for global marketing is a race for ideas.
As velocity accelerates, rewards will be for those
who get better ideas, faster. Mastering this frame-ofreference for perceiving the world and consumers
is the biggest challenge facing marketers today.
Apple’s Ipod is a good example of an idea that
is winning the race.The company realized how
a new presentation of a mature technology
could change the way people enjoyed music.
Adidas is winning with a manifesto —
“impossible is just a big word thrown around by
small men who find it easier to live in a world
they’ve been given than to explore the power
they have to change it.” This is the essence
behind Adidas’ campaign “Impossible is nothing.”
Nissan has been recognized for its business
revival that started with CEO Carlos Ghosn’s
challenge: “Every time we touch something,
we shift it, and every time we shift, we try to
make things better.” Shift is an idea that imbues
everything at Nissan in the race for ideas.
At Procter & Gamble, a remarkable turnaround
has been achieved with an idea: “Touching
lives, improving life.”This inspirational internal
program helped galvanize P&G’s people
worldwide and has led to dramatic growth.
An idea is not an idea unless it changes
someone’s perception of the world. Ideas affect
people’s perceptions and, in turn,
their beliefs. Beliefs lead people
to action. Behavior change starts
with belief-changing ideas.
The race for ideas has always
been fueled by advances in global
communications technologies.
In the late 1960s, Marshall
McLuhan urged us to
understand the interconnectedness
of communications technology
with human perception and
behavior. At the same time,
advertising’s Howard Gossage
cautioned that we could not
observe our own landscape
objectively unless we took an
“extra-environmental” view.
We need to step back, like
the painter at his canvas, to
appreciate how unfolding global

the race
for
ideas
communications are creating the new perceptual
landscape for this industry.
what are the key drivers
in the race for ideas?
Advancements in communications technology
Each change in man’s ability to communicate has
brought significant alterations in the marketing
landscape. Changes in communications technologies
and how consumers use them have a profound
effect on people and relationships.The most persuasive
and powerful medium of all time is word-ofmouth.Today, word-of-mouth is carried by much
faster and more pervasive means. It is the collision
of new communications technologies like broadband
Internet,cell phone,text messaging,
and satellite broadcasting. More
than ever before, an idea is
more transmittable, more broadly
perceivable, more able to be
benchmarked with other opinion/
word-of-mouth, or imitated.
Changes in distribution
and accessibility
Trade consolidation, online
shopping, and the breaking down
of trade barriers have hugely altered
the marketing environment.With
greater accessibility, consumers
demand the ideas they are learning
about and have new ways to
obtain and experience these ideas.
Transparency
The communications environment
is more transparent, and marketing
control has shifted to the consumer.
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With greater transparency, more information and
the growth of blogs, the age-old issue of truth in
advertising is even more relevant.
The end of globalization
Globalization, as important as any prior age of
macro change, like the Renaissance and the
Industrial Revolution, is over. Fueled by expansion
of brands and services into new distribution
geographies, globalization was more about
standardization and logistics, rather than individual
customization and dialogue with consumers.
The new age is the Age of Interculturalism,
reflecting the global marketing village. Strict
adherence to concepts like borders and nationalism
has diminished relevancy. Instead, marketing
success is about being sensitive to culture.
what capabilities are necessary
to create value?
A more relevant frame-of-reference that fosters
enhanced objectivity—“Think like the sun”
The secret to global brand-building is the frameof-reference one adopts to make strategic decisions.
“Think global/act local” was a stage in the marketing
process. It helped global marketers address newly
opened trade borders created by the expansion of
communications technologies and the socio-political
and economic differences in markets. However, this
frame-of-reference has become obsolete. It assumes
marketing communication borders that no longer exist.
The world changed at the commencement of
the new millennium with the first truly global
brand experience—Y2K. This event marked the
end of globalization and set the stage for a new
age of marketing. As Y2K dawned on an island
east of New Zealand, advanced communications
technologies transmitted the experience to the
world’s consumers—live. A great sense of awe
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Adidas, Apple, and Nissan
are three brands that are winners
in the race for ideas.

“

Those who
sense the
landscape
for marketing
has evolved
to a less
nationalistic,
truly
borderless
Age of
Interculturalism
will reap
greater
rewards.

”

grew across the planet with each new celebration.
The next hyper-global “perception” experiences
were, unfortunately, 9-11 and tragedies since, like
the tsunami in Southeast Asia. A key difference
was more people experienced Y2K firsthand,
beyond observing it in the media.
We know, the sun actually does not rise and
set. It is we here on earth that revolve. In this
increasingly smaller, interconnected communications
marketplace, consumer perceptions are borderless
and continuous.To anticipate the needs of a world
of consumers who are more in touch with
each other, “Think Like the Sun” offers a more
objective frame-of-reference for creating ideas.
A discipline for creation of ideas: disruption
The art of idea creation is, in itself, the absence of
predictability. Disruption is a proprietary process we
use at TBWA to encourage doing things differently
for better results. It fits perfectly with the new
marketing landscape because it embraces change,
creating new ideas, disrupting conventional wisdom.
A technique for integrated effectiveness—
connections planning
Marketers need tools that allow media-neutrality
in the development of an idea. Connections
planning engages consideration of communications
technologies with idea development. It embraces
the understanding that the consumer has more
control over the information they receive.
Global brand-building has never been a more
exciting challenge. In the race for ideas, those
who sense the landscape for marketing has
evolved to a less nationalistic, truly borderless Age
of Interculturalism will reap greater rewards.

•

Tim Love is president, global clients,
TBWA Worldwide.
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neil simpson
Vodafone is a young brand drawing on major multinational
experiences but creating a path of its own

N

Nothing in Neil Simpson’s past could have
prepared him perfectly for the job at hand at
Vodafone—the rapid development of a young
brand that draws on the past to be a harbinger
of the future.Yet every position he has held has
contributed in helping develop the brand.
That includes his work at adver tisers,
Adidas and Coca-Cola, and at agencies such as
Bartle Bogle Hegarty and Ogilvy & Mather.
While the sportswear and soft drink businesses
may seem a far cry from telecom services, he
says there are “massive similarities” in how all
these organizations are structured, the way they
operate and develop global propositions.
On the other hand, in their external focus,
there are differences among the three that are
appropriate for their different industries and
heritage, he says.
“The scale of the Coca-Cola Co. was what
struck me most and the power it could deliver
when it galvanizes and focuses.”
Adidas impressed him with its nimbleness
in turning around fast, effective solutions. Not
surprising though because the fast-paced world
of sport demands that, since things can change
very quickly, he observes.
“With Vodafone, it’s a fascinating combination
of the two, a much younger organization drawing
its experience from different places and learning
rapidly as it develops much more quickly than
organizations in the past,” he comments.
As for his agency work, he believes those
experiences have been especially beneficial in
how he works with agencies now. Having had a
foot in both camps has given him insight into
the strengths advertising agencies offer clients
that today are often discounted.
Moreover, he says,“The skills you develop as
an account person in an agency are very relevant
when you come to the client side.You can cut
through the bureaucracy and fluff pretty quickly
and then get to solutions. You come knowing
how to nurture a set of people in a client

organization and to cultivate great ideas.”
There are so many opportunities for an idea to
die along the way, he says. So it takes being an
advocate for developing great thinking and then
nurturing and protecting, he continues.
He says that Vodafone is teaching itself
quickly to have a deeply ingrained customer
understanding in order to make it nimble
while developing the scale, scope, and power of
a large multinational. The focus on customer
understanding and segmentation knowledge is
highly important to insure that Vodafone doesn’t
get sluggish and is able to deliver on customer
needs rapidly, he says.
A combination of acquisitions and partnerships
with other networks has made Vodafone the
world’s largest mobile telecommunications
company, with equity
interests in 26 countries
across five continents
and par tnerships in
another 14.
The company was
formed in 1984 as a
subsidiar y of Racal
Electronics.By 1991,it was
a separate organization,
known by its present
n a m e, a n d w i t h i t s
first controlled overseas
operation in Malta.
“ I t ’s t h e wo r l d ’s
largest brand migration,”
Simpson says. “In my
exper ience, it’s the
fastest that I’ve ever
been associated with.”
“But it’s not a switch you can flick
overnight because there was a lot of equity in
many of the local brands,” Simpson says.
So the migration time could range anywhere
from months to a few years. “We’ve gone
through a number of phases around the world,

Neil Simpson has some
very definite views
about the role and future
of ad agencies.
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Building awareness is the
common goal in every
Vodafone market. In order to
maintain consistency, the
company uses JWT as
its international network.
Ads here are from (above)
Netherlands, (below top)
U.K., (bottom left to right)
Greece, and Spain.

starting with very rapid awareness
to generating recognition of
the brand. It’s an ongoing
process in terms of building
awareness even in established
markets and maintaining that
brand awareness, then insuring
what that brand recognition
means: differentiation and
ultimately driving preference.”
He believes these stages are a natural
sequential process leading to revenue growth,
which he says is the ultimate goal.
Partnerships are a very intelligent way of
broadening reach and engagement without
having to always take stakes, he says. Consumers
get access to Vodafone’s products and services, and
as people roam more, there is a huge customer benefit
in being able to stay with one brand, he explains.
Simpson has a realistic perspective on the
evolving role of agencies, especially as clients look
for more than traditional advertising. “Previously
we would have automatically defaulted to the ad
agency [for any communications project]. While
they still play a very central role, increasingly we
judge each initiative on its own merits, and that
will determine where we go first,” he says.
Clients have become more knowledgeable

about communications and
thus don’t have to rely on
the traditional advertising
agency as much, he says.
“Having said that, it’s
still very important to find
a strong agency partner
at the core because you
need someone that really
understands your business
and your brand,” he says,
He also believes that
advertising agencies haven’t
changed their structures
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and processes significantly even though they
say they are responding to the changing media
landscape and the proliferation of specialist
companies that have encroached on their
territory. He says many people underestimate
agencies’ strengths.
“It’s easy to kick them and say you’re
doomed; but in most cases, they deliver a quality
creative solution, and a number of other areas
don’t.The challenge for them is developing and
demonstrating that they do have a broader
perspective and flexibility to apply different
communication skill sets when necessary.”
He doesn’t think there needs to be a radical
change.“Their business is delivering communications
creativity to answer business issues that client
companies have. They just need to organize
themselves in a much more modern way.”
Their output may not just be traditional
advertising, but it will still be advertising, in other
words a message to develop recognition,
preference, and sales executed in a far more
flexible way.They are going to have to alter some
of their structure and process to deliver it. That’s
what they are having a hard time doing.”
The ones at the forefront, he says, are the
startup agencies, such as Mother in London and
180 in Amsterdam. He acknowledges that it’s
harder for the larger multinationals, but some
are beginning to do it, including JWT, which
Vodafone works with internationally. “[JWT
is] going through a re-branding, which on
the outside may appear cosmetic, but if you
look inside, there is true change. Vodafone
also works with Bartle Bogle Hegarty and
Wieden & Kennedy.
He does not believe Vodafone is alone in
tapping into the expertise of those who have
worked at agencies. “Clients identified that
there is a weakness in their knowledge and
an opportunity to strengthen that by drawing
on people from agencies and the world
of communications,” he says. As a result,
clients have developed their knowledge base
significantly, he adds.
As there is more movement of people backand-forth between client and agency, that can
only lead to greater understanding and better
solutions to client needs.
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japan’s women in marketing
mari sagiya
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This is the third

in a series of

articles about

Japanese women who

have achieved

success in marketing

or communications

in Japan despite

facing obstacles.
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By the early 1980s, a handful
of Western companies were so
well established in Japan that
they had become part of the
country’s corporate landscape.
Among these was IBM Japan,
whose mainframe computers
had helped power Japan’s
emergence as a global player
across so many industries. Like
other organizations, IBM
Japan melded Eastern and
Western cultures and strove to
bring the best practice of each
to its business in Japan,
including the offer of equal
opportunity to new recruits.
However, as the story of Mari
Sagiya shows, there are times
when to excel against
Japanese norms simply is not
good enough.
Sagiya spent part of her
childhood in Australia where
her father was involved in
setting up business for one of
Japan’s leading automakers.
This gave her a lingering sense
that there were alternatives to
orthodox Japanese ways and a
wish to find an internationally
oriented-career with a
manufacturing company. Her
father encouraged her to be
independent, make her own
decisions, and find her own
way through life. She was
intrigued by the mysterious
world of male-dominated
business, a closed world with
its own language and secret signs,
a forbidden world that women
were not permitted to enter.
When she graduated with

a degree in international law,
Sagiya set about finding a
company that would enable
her to build a career. In Japan,
specialist publishers issued
directories that listed company
profiles, their employment
practices, and recruitment

intelligence, and charm, she
was not at all confident that
she could land a career track
job in the male-dominated
world of business so she had a
Plan B. She took a a secretarial
course so that if all else failed,
she might still get a job in
business and make
her way forward
from that.
After perusing
the directories, she
concluded that only
one company
offered her most
basic requirement:
equal opportunity
and the chance for
women to get
overseas assignments.
A phone call and
interview followed,
and Sagiya joined
IBM in 1985.
Early in her career (top
photo, far left; middle
photo, 3rd left), Mari
Sagiya made sure she
dressed like her male
colleagues. Dress codes
for her (bottom photo, 2nd
left) have since eased.

needs that year. By tradition,
these were distributed only to
male students. Sagiya’s first
hurdle was to obtain one of
these bibles. She was clear
about her own requirements
and pored over several hundred
pages of recruitment offerings.
Despite her determination,

At her interview, she
stressed her interest in an
internationally-oriented career
and so she was initially assigned
to a product management role
at Japanese headquarters.
“I realized that no matter
how much I knew about the
products, unless I had contact
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women helping other women
develop careers
During a visit to Japan in 1998, IBM Chairman-CEO Louis Gerstner noted
that the percentage of women executives in IBM Japan was
lower than in any other IBM company worldwide. This came as a shock to IBM
Japan since management was justifiably proud at the extent
to which they had developed equal opportunities for women compared with
other Japanese corporations. To explore the problem and pave the way for
women to play a greater role in the company and to reach upper levels of
management, IBM Japan established a Women’s
Council in 1998. This drew together Sagiya and women from other
parts of the company and was headed by Yukako Uchinaga, one
of IBM’s leading software technologists. Uchinaga is also a
member of Women in Technology International Hall of Fame and was
the first woman inducted from outside the U.S.
The council approached its mission much as IBM might approach
a consulting project from a major client. Facts were collected,
experiences pooled, analyzed, and discussed.
“We wanted to get to the bottom of the problem and identify the factors
that were inhibitors for women,” says Sagiya. ‘We fixed a
lot of the problems—for example, we developed an ‘e-work’
initiative so that people could work at home and did not need to spend
such long hours at the office. We also introduced education sessions for
male managers to help them understand women better.
We also found we had to encourage women to be more assertive
in saying what they would like to do. Japanese women are brought
up to be very polite and non-assertive in public so we
had to help them realize that it was okay to be more vocal,
more assertive in discussing their career goals. Both men and
women had communication problems when it came to discussing
career opportunities for women,” explains Sagiya.
The council's initial three-year mandate has since been extended. Sagiya
now leads the group and spends time consulting
for other Japanese companies who wish to pursue similar goals.
“There is a lot of interest in the corporate community;
companies are very eager to learn,” she says.
Meanwhile, at IBM Japan, women are continuing their careers
longer and steadily moving up the corporate hierarchy.
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Mari

with customers
and learned
Sagiya
about their
as a
buying
young
behavior and
mother.
how to build
relationships
with them, I was not really
able to influence sales. In
business trips to the U.S.,
I discovered that there were
relatively more senior female
managers in the U.S. than in
Japan. I sought their advice,
and they recommended I go
into sales and start my career
in the field.”
Her managers in Tokyo
obliged, and in 1988 Sagiya
became a sales executive
dealing with customers in one
of Japan’s most conservative
business sectors: banking,
securities, and financial services,
where every decision maker
was a man. IBM’s main
business in Japan at that time
was in mainframe computers.
The systems were expensive
to buy and sales followed after
many highly technical meetings.
Few women woman had
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ever tried to sell a mainframe
computer before in Japan.
“The challenge for the clients
was ‘can we trust a woman? If
there’s a problem, could a
woman cope?’ I was in the
deep end, and that was what I
wanted,” Sagiya recalls.
However, on her first day
in sales, Sagiya discovered she
had made a terrible mistake.
She was not dressed correctly,
a memory so painful she does
not like to discuss details. One
can only surmise that her
“mistake” was not wearing a
very conservative men’s-style
suit, the stereotypical uniform
of IBMers 20 years ago. “I
learned very quickly that I had
to dress more like my customers
and colleagues,” she recalls.
Sagiya bought a new
wardrobe immediately—a blue
Paul Stuart suit with appropriate
accessories. “The senior men
in the team would always tell
freshmen exactly how to dress
for client meetings, but they
would never do this for me
because they were very unsure
of how I might react to such
advice,” Sagiya added.
Her first individual assignment
was to sell mid-range systems
which were proving hard
to sell. Just as a big deal was
about to close, 26-year-old
Sagiya became pregnant. For a
while, she was able to conceal
her pregnancy, but eventually
she had to hand the project to
a colleague to complete.
Becoming a mother created a
problem for the team—there
An iron determination, great
intelligence, immense charm, and
a marvelous sense of humor have

were quotas to fulfill, projects
to complete. Sagiya apologized
to them and hoped they
would give her the chance to
rejoin the team after childbirth
when she would work
doubly hard to help make sure
all targets were met.
“My boss observed that
there was no precedent for a
working mother to be a sales
rep in IBM and said he would
give me the chance to rejoin
them.That might not seem
an unusual decision in a
Western culture, but it was an
extraordinary one in Japanese
culture. I was so utterly
overwhelmed that I just burst
into tears on the spot,” she said.
Sagiya took three months
off and bounced back into
sales. In those distant days,
before e-mail, the Internet,
and mobile phones, when fax
machines were still uncommon,
selling called for long hours of
face-to-face contact, time in
the office, and the after hours
drinks and meals that are part
and parcel of Japanese business
dealings. For a young mother,
this was a tough schedule, but
Sagiya was intent to prove she
was at least as good as the best.
In 1996, a few years after
Louis Gerstner joined IBM

as chairman and CEO and
engineered the move into
solutions and consulting,
Sagiya became manager for
sales operations & solutions, a
role that involved transferring
knowledge and experience
among the U.S., Japan, and
other countries. Later she
became marketing manager
for financial services to develop
growth plans in anticipation
of financial de-regulation in
Japan. Responsibility for server
products and storage products

now proved a great asset.
More recently she became
director of small & medium
business sales, as a further step
towards developing her
management skills.This new
role gives her sales and budget
responsibilities, a chance to

marketing followed. Eighteen
months later, in 2002, she
became director of marketing,
a non-board appointment,
and the first woman to report
directly to the CEO of IBM
Japan with about 120 people
reporting directly to her.
Her main responsibility was
corporate marketing and
liaison with the teams handling
the marketing and sales of
different products and services.
These years covered IBM’s
transition to a marketing
organization heavily involved
in consulting, services, and
solutions. Sagiya’s technical
background in IBM’s hardware

pioneer new marketing
approaches and find new ways
to develop business.
What advice would she give
a young woman wondering
about whether to pursue a career?
“Many young women in
Japan hesitate about whether
they can have both a child
and a career. A lot has changed
over the 20 years I’ve been
working, and a whole lot
more is going to change in
the years ahead.You can
expect some hard times, but
the future is going to be
very different from today, at
least it will be if you take the
challenge of a career.”

Although not as
common today, Mari
Sagiya is accustomed
to being the lone female
among colleagues.

•

contributed to Mari Sagiya’s success.
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Most regional and international channels
and publications held or improved their reach
during 2004, according to the Pan Asia Pacific
Cross Media Survey from Synovate PAX.
Steve Garton, Synovate Asia Pacific
media director, said this continued
strength demonstrates the strong ongoing
connection that TV and print have with
elite and affluent audiences across the Asia
Pacific region.
Consumption increased across all product
and service categories over the previous

year as did purchase intention for the
future. Key findings include:
Staying connected is of increasing
importance with ownership of laptops
increasing from 23% to 29%.
Adoption of new technology continued
to grow steadily. Ownership of mobile
phones with Internet access increased
from 32% to 41% and MP3 adoption
increased from 24% to 31%.
Internet growth continued with athome access increasing from 50% to

•
•

•

•

•

2004

2003

12.9

14.9

Readers Digest English

7.4

9.2

24.7

National Geographic

6.8

7.8

21.4

21.2

Time

6.3

5.7

BBC World

17.1

16.0

Total Newsweek

4.2

4.8

ESPN

16.9

14.8

Readers Digest Chinese

3.6

4.8

STAR Movies

16.8

16.3

BusinessWeek

2.5

2.7

STAR Sports

15.4

12.6

The Economist

1.9

1.7

Animal Planet

14.5

10.9

Fortune

1.8

1.6

CNBC

11.5

11.6

Business Traveller

1.7

1.7

AXN Asia

11.4

10.9

The Asian Wall Street Journal

1.2

0.5

Discovery Travel & Adventure

11.2

3.6

Financial Times

1.4

0.5

STAR World

9.2

8.4

Yazhou Zhoukan

1.4

1.5

Channel [V]

8.2

9.3

Far Eastern Economic Review

0.9

1.0

Phoenix Chinese Channel

6.3

5.7

Forbes

0.9

0.6

Hallmark Channel

6.2

5.6

International Herald Tribune

0.8

0.3

Channel NewsAsia

5.6

4.9

Asiamoney

0.7

1.3

Bloomberg Television

4.3

3.7

USA Today

0.6

0.2

Sport-i ESPN

2.4

2.1

CFO Asia

0.5

0.6

Channel [V] International

1.3

1.3

Asia Inc.

0.4

0.5

19,364.0

18,987.0

17,895.0

17,552.0

13.5
million

12.9
million

8.7
million

8.2
million

2004

2003

Discovery Channel

35.5

31.7

Total Reader’s Digest

CNN

28.5

25.2

National Geographic Channel

26.4

MTV

SAMPLE SIZE
PROJECTED UNIVERSE

*Bangalore, Bangkok, Hong Kong, India, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur,
Manila, Mumbai, Seoul, Singapore, Sydney, Taipei, Tokyo

SAMPLE SIZE
PROJECTED UNIVERSE

Source: PAX

AVERAGE ISSUE READERSHIP IN ASIA*
(% REACH)

TV VIEWERSHIP IN ASIA*
PAST 30 DAYS (% REACH)

Source: PAX

•

54% and office access from 40% to 44%.
Respondents are acquiring and using
more credit cards with ownership of
American Express cards increasing from
6% to 7%,Visa from 46% to 49%, and
MasterCard from 26% to 27%.
Household ownership of digital video
cameras was up from 28% to 36%,
digital still cameras up from 38% to
48%, DVD players up from 48% to
61%, and LCD/plasma TV ownership
increasing from 3% to 10%.

*Bangalore, Bangkok, Hong Kong, India, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur,
Manila, Mumbai, Seoul, Singapore, Sydney, Taipei
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jeremy perrott on creative trends

A R O U N D

Why is there ever
only one black sheep?
It’s a funny thing really, we
work in an industry that is
hell bent on being creative
and prides itself on producing
“stand-out” communication;
yet, when you ask someone
what we do, how often do
you hear that lazy quote “we
reflect society and the trends
and attitudes of that time.”
Give me a break! The
genius who made that statement
the first time did have a point;
the lemmings that blindly
followed simply qualified one
thing: For the most part, we
as an industry have become
lazy and fat while doing a
mediocre job, content on letting
the other guy find a creative
spark, then rip him off.
Just check the award

shows and see how many
“interpretations” of a cool
thought or new idea you can
spot. So often you hear that
people don’t watch the ad
breaks because they all seem
the same or have nothing to
remember them by.
When something is popular,
it is “trendy” or fashionable;
people like it; then it goes out
of fashion, becomes “untrendy”;
then it dies. How many boy
bands are there and how long
will they survive? How many
Justin Timberlakes are there,
how many rappers? All trying
to be different but all doing
the same thing. How many
films follow the same theme
and use the same technique?
Get the picture?
I guess my gripe lies in the
use of trends as a coverup for
lazy thinking or following a

T H E

W O R L D

trend because everyone at the
moment likes that particular
“feel.” I’d much prefer to see a
wonderful idea brought to life
that people get excited and talk
about, that stands out, and
captures everyone’s imagination,
like a single black sheep.
Everyone sees it—everyone
remembers it and thinks of it
as fresh. Don’t get me wrong
here; I’m not some demented
nut case looking for Adland
vengeance. If I were to spot a
trend that in my mind really
made the cut, I think I’d
choose the “exaggerating the
promise” trend.
Three spots come to mind
in a heartbeat. First, a brilliant
execution for Reebok, created
by Lowe Lintas & Partners,
London. In it, the bloated
beer-belly of our poor hero is
chasing him down the street,

Client
Pepsi
Agency
BBDO, New York
Country
U.S.

Client
Durex
Agency
McCann Erickson Manchester
Country
U.K.

A R O U N D

intimidating him at his every
turn, to finally crash and burn
in the river on its motorbike.
Not only does the use of an
exaggerated giant belly capture
your imagination, but it
brilliantly captures your eye
and keeps you riveted to the
screen, all the while the
voiceover telling us that “the
belly is gonna get you.”Anyone
who is trying or has tried to
lose that hunk of baggage
knows exactly what this spot
is saying and done by the
brilliant use of exaggeration.
Second to mind, a very
nice spot by Pepsi (by BBDO,
New York), where a guy is
dressed as a Pepsi bottle.
Across the street is a girl
dressed as a hot dog. She is
handing out leaflets with no
one taking any notice of her
until their paths cross.

BOOM.True romance—
love at first sight. Brought
to life with a Smashing
Pumpkins sound track.We’re
told that Pepsi and food
should always be together.
Done only as the Americans
can do, true style and polish.
This spot could have been very
cheesy but the exaggeration
of the message stopped it
being a Coke spot of smiling
happy faces, enjoying a burger
with their Coke. And this spot
is a “Coke territory” invasion.
Third, a great campaign
created in the U.K. by
McCann Erickson
Manchester for Durex shows
thousands of guys all dressed
as sperm.The use of this
exaggeration is perfect in
getting over all the sensitivities
in this category.The message
that a condom is not only
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safe but durable is perfectly
clear, and the television
brilliantly avoids that typical
arena of corny jokes or tasteless
bedroom humor. Instead,
the exaggeration of the sperm
makes you relax and smile
and in the end engage with
the brand in a way that
is fresh and different and
incredibly memorable.
Trends are fine when you
can see a way of making them
unique and fresh.Then, I
think you have treated the
consumer with intelligence
and consideration. Me? I wear
a lot of black.Tell me that’s
not an old trend.

•

Jeremy Perrott is executive
VP-creative director of
McCann Erickson Japan and
regional creative director
of Asia Pacific.

•

Client
Reebok
Agency
Lowe Lintas & Partners, London
Country
U.K.

the influentials
Executives involved in any international aspect
of business are more powerful than domestic
counterparts. They earn more and spend more.
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Source: Erdos & Morgan’s 2004-2005 Purchase Influence in American

A

At the intersection of geopolitics,
business, and technological
innovation lies a group of
people who directly shape the
global economy.They are the
ones shaking hands, making
deals, opening offices, and
stretching the boundaries of
the markets in which they
operate. As it turns out, these
exceptional people are leading
buyers of business and
consumer products and services.
a key factor
Conventional marketing wisdom
adheres to the adage, “the
cream rises to the top.” It’s
common to target consumers
and business people using
some vertical criteria; income

GLOBAL EXECS ACCOUNT FOR 50%
OR MORE OF SPENDING IN KEY TECHNOLOGY
AND BUSINESS SERVICES CATEGORIES

big spenders
C

A

T

E

G

for luxury goods, for instance,
or job title for business-tobusiness products and services.
What is gained from these
distinctions is that the target
group can afford the product
or service or has a job title that
matches one held by a key
decision maker.What isn’t
revealed is who within each
group may be more valuable
than another.And beyond that,
there is no qualitative learning
that helps us with a clear
picture of the optimal prospect
or how best to reach one.
Instead, by filtering
horizontally for people who
display “international” behavior
through travel overseas and
comparing their consumer
and business purchasing levels
with those who do not share
this attribute, the findings are

O

R

Y

SIZE IN
BILLIONS
OF U.S.$

% SPENT BY
GLOBAL
EXECS*

% SPENT BY
DOMESTIC
EXECS*

INCENTIVE TRAVEL

11.3

61

39

CRM SOFTWARE/SERVICES

10.6

59

41

INTERNET/INTRANET/
EXTRANET SOFTWARE

12.9

59

41

SOFTWARE FOR E-BUSINESS/
E-COMMERCE

13.0

56

44

INTERNET/INTRANET/EXTRANET
CONTENT & MAINTENANCE

12.9

53

47

CAD/CAM SOFTWARE

12.9

52

48

*Global execs (those taking more than one overseas business round trip
in the past year) account for 22% of the universe; domestic execs
(those taking no overseas business round trips in the past year) 78%.
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truly eye opening. Global travel,
it seems, takes people further than
simply their final destination.
the power of
global executives
U.S. executives on the frontlines
of globalization outspend their
domestic peers across nearly
every product or service category
measured in Erdos & Morgan’s
Purchase Influence in American
Business.The latest data show
that the 22% of executives who
travel overseas for business
spent over 35% of more than
US$2 trillion in business-tobusiness products and services
last year.The other 78%, the
domestic peers, spent
less than 65%—a significant
underperformance given
their numbers.This trend is
consistent with the previous
release of that report.
On average, global executives
spent 90% more across all
measured categories.Within
key categories like investment
banking and customer
relationship management
software, global executives
spent between 115% and nearly
400% more than their domestic
peers. In many key technology
and business services categories,
global executives account for 50%
or more of total category dollars.
The unique spending
power of global executives is
even more evident when the
global/domestic split is filtered

F I N D I N G S

for company revenues. Global
executives continue to
outspend their domestic peers
even when comparing
executives from companies
with similar revenues, and,
presumably, similar budgets.
Global executives earn
higher incomes, are more
likely to sit on their or another
company’s board, and are
more likely to be heavy
consumers of both print and
online publications.
As one might imagine, the
U.S.’ geographic isolation is
reflected in the relatively low
percentage of executives who
traveled overseas for business
in the past 12 months (22%). In
Europe and Asia, where countries
are situated far more closely,
55% and 67% of executives
traveled internationally for
business, respectively.
According to data from
the 2004 European Business
Readership Survey and the
Asian Business Readership
Survey, international executives
from those regions earn more
and are more likely to be big
spenders across a wide range
of business products and services.
Work is currently underway
examining the spending
power of executives who
travel intercontinentally. The
hypothesis is that the group
traveling the farthest from the
home country is the most optimal.
global vs. job title
In many cases global business
travel is a better indicator of
business-to-business spending
power than job title. It’s often
the case that global middle
managers outspend domestic
C-level executives even when

A V E R A G E

250

F R O M

international lift

150

V A R I A T I O N

Source: 2004 Mendelsohn Affluent Survey, HHI US$75,00

F I N D I N G S
THE COMBINATION OF INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL AND WEALTH
ADDS UP TO EVEN GREATER SPENDING.

GLOBAL

*

236

DOMESTIC
*Global = 1+ international
roundtrips in the past 12 months.

200

185

142
111
95

100

102
87

66

AVERAGE
OF ALL
SURVEYED

73
57

50

0

ASSETS
IN U.S.$

$149,999
OR LESS TO
$499,999

comparing those from companies
with similar revenues.These
findings describe perhaps the
most compelling aspect of the
correlation between global
activity and spending power.
The indication is that one can
distinguish between two people
within the same company and
the likelihood is the one who
travels overseas for business is
the more optimal prospect.
a world of opportunity…
and risk
The importance of global
markets on U.S. companies
cannot be understated. In 2004,
overseas income accounted
for more than half of total
revenues for the average S&P
500 technology firm. As U.S.
markets mature and revenue
flattens, opportunities for
growth increasingly lie overseas.
While conducting business
around the world, global
executives are keenly aware of
the risks…and rewards of the

$500,000
TO $1.49
MILLION

$1.5
TO $3.0
MILLION

worldwide landscape. Public
companies are compelled to
outline international risks within
their annual reports. From
economic and environmental
risks to political and terrorrelated ones, the landscape is
far-reaching and fraught with
potential dangers.
So, as companies go global,
their need for information
increases with the scope of their
purview. Differences in cultural
nuance, government regulation,
labor issues, interest rates, currency
valuations, and a host of other
considerations underline the
rising intelligence demands
that accompany globalization.
Media consumption data
from the 2004 Mendelsohn
Affluent Survey show that six in
ten global C-level executives
are heavy consumers of print
publications vs. just under
50% for domestic C-levels.
Similarly, more than five in
ten global executives are

$3.1
TO $4.4
MILLION

$4.5
MILLION
+

heavy users of the Internet. It
is interesting to note that only
33% of domestic C-levels and
even fewer (25%) global Clevels are heavy consumers of
TV. Regardless of their
orientation, senior executives are
nearly twice as likely to be
heavy consumers of print and
online media.
Afraid of being at a
disadvantage by being less
informed and eager to gain
the advantage of being the first
to know, global executives are
voracious information consumers.
For these reasons at the
Financial Times, we pay
particular attention to the
informational needs of people
at globally-oriented companies.
That includes relevant and
concise coverage and analysis of
events with global significance.
super consumers
Mendelsohn Affluent Survey
data also show a strong correlation
between international behavior,

higher asset values, and
increased spending on luxury
goods and services.Within this
universe of nearly 53 million
heads of household, barely
more than one-quarter (26%)
have flown round trip outside
the U.S. in the past 12 months.
Here again, this group is far
more likely to be wealthy than
their domestic counterparts.
The correlation between
international travel and
wealth, or “international lift”
as we term it, is clear, as the
relative index increases with asset
values. It’s not surprising then
that global U.S. consumers
spend more on luxury goods
across the major categories
measured in the Affluent Survey.
What’s even more interesting
is a similar correlation between
consumers with similar incomes.
Even among those with the
same amount to spend,
presumably, the international
crowd is spending more.
a world of experience
The compelling link between
foreign travel and volumetric
spending levels helps marketers
understand the perspective
shared by some of their most
desirable customers and
prospects.Voracious readers,
high-end consumers, and
successful business people,
these world travelers shape the
global economy every day.
By further understanding the
scope of their interests,
marketers can better tailor
their messaging and better target
the environments in which
those messages appear.

•

Will Speck is U.S. director of
research for the Financial Times.
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Over the last ten years

d a v e m c ca u g h a n
EXECUTIVE VP,
DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC PLANNING
MCCANN, TOKYO

traveling, especially
around Asia,
has become almost a
weekly routine.
Some years have
involved up to 60
international journeys
so you learn to travel
light and to take
only what you need.

MY BROWN BAG
This is what I call it. It was actually an oversized handbag
STANDARD FARE
There are the standards
like the laptop, the suit that
doesn’t wrinkle too much,
the favorite shoes made for
comfort rather than style.

belonging to my wife. I borrowed it once to carry a few
magazines to read on a trip, and it became a habit I have not
broken. I scan 30 to 40 magazines of all sorts and languages
every week. Plane time is the best time to catch up on them.
So I carry at least half a dozen in the bag with Post-it pads
so I can tag and mark stories and ads I want to use later.

THE CUFFLINKS
Part lucky charms, part just-in-case.
I lived in Thailand for four years and
collected a few pairs of elephant-shaped
cufflinks. I got into a routine of wearing
them for pitches that seems to work. And
besides, I just like wearing cuffs so the
little collection goes everywhere.
MULTIPLE PLUGS
BACKUP SPECS
When you make up to 60 overseas
trips a year as I was doing for a while,
it’s inevitable that you lose some things.
But when I lost two pairs of reading
glasses on planes in three months, I
decided I had better do something. So
I moved to bigger bolder lenses and
an unusual white case that I can’t
miss if I put it down somewhere.

I now always travel with
at least two and sometimes
more multi-converter
electrical plugs. I got caught
once in India when a dud
wall socket blew out my
converter as I stuck it in and
spent the next five days
without the use of my laptop.
So now I give up space to
carry at least one extra.
tell us what’s in your bag. send submissions to editorial@inter-national-ist.com.
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Send your suggestions for people whose careers have taken them around the world to editorial@inter-national-ist.com.

A L T M A N N

Andrew

1994 LONDON
Turner Broadcasting Systems Europe

1994 LONDON
CNN/Cartoon Network

1997 GUANGZHOU
Grey Worldwide

1997 HONG KONG
Dentsu

1998 LONDON
CNBC Europe

1988 LONDON
VNU

1987 LONDON
1989 LONDON
Centaur Communications
Reed Elsevier
1998 LONDON/VIENNA
Business Central Europe

Hong Kong/London CFO Publishing Corp., International Publisher CFO Europe, CFO Asia, CFO China

1992 LONDON
Carlton TV

London CNBC Europe, President & CEO

1992 HONG KONG
BBDO

1991 HONG KONG
Ogilvy & Mather

Shanghai Grey Worldwide, General Manager

1993 SINGAPORE
CNBC Asia

1987 NEW YORK
Wall Street Journal Television

1986 NEW YORK
“Today’s Business”

1985 NEW YORK
CNN

Hong Kong Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide, President, Asia Pacific

1997 NEW YORK
MTV Networks International

1996 LONDON
MTV Networks International

1993 LONDON/SÃO PAULO
Marakon Associates

1989 LONDON
Barclays Global Investors

London MTV Networks International, Senior VP-Digital Media

B U C K L E Y

Mick

W O N G

Kenny

1983 NEW YORK
ESPN

1981 NEW YORK
Freelance television

G R A V E S

Christopher

B I E R E R

Gideon

2003 LONDON
MTV Networks International

T R A C K

2005 SHANGHAI
Grey Worldwide

2005 HONG KONG
Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide

2000 HONG KONG
CFO Asia, CFO China
2005 HONG KONG/LONDON
CFO Europe, CFO Asia, CFO China

2003 LONDON
CNBC Europe

2001 CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Harvard Management course

2000 LONDON
Dow Jones Consumer
Electronic Publishing

2002 HONG KONG
Far Eastern Economic Review

2000 NEW YORK
Bolt Inc.
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The Economist hosted parties in a dozen of the
world's cities, including London and New York,
during March to celebrate the magazine’s
circulation reaching 1 million copies. Parties
also saluted the 37-year career of David Hanger,
worldwide publisher, who retired that month.
(All photo identifications from left.)

LONDON
1 Judy Everett, Shell International.
2 Kirsten Wrigley, Credit Suisse First Boston;
David Weeks, The Economist.

4

3 Helen Alexander, The Economist.
4 Sarah DuHeaume, Andy Emptage,
both Just Media.
5 Jeff Upward, Total Media; Barry Graham,
GMC; Pat Lowe, Total Media;
Reg Starkey, Millennium Direct.

5

6

7

6 Gaynor Yeomans, Mary Smith, both Carat
Business; Belinda Barker, BSB Media.
7 Dominic Lyle, European Assn. of
Communications Agencies;
Alan Dunachie, The Economist.

3

1

NEW YORK
1 Jim McDowell, BMW North America;
Olly Comyn, The Economist.
2 Carolina Jimenez Garcia, MindShare.
3 Jim Speros, Ernst & Young;
David Hanger, The Economist.

2

4 Sean Sympson, MindShare;
Marcus Casey, Lufthansa.

4

5

Ray Zipko, Doremos;
Andrew Rash-Bass, The Economist;
Chris Abelt, Citigate Albert Frank.

6 Defne Chaffin, Universal McCann;
Matthew Nalecz, MindShare;
Katne Hannify, Mediaedge:cia.
7 Mary Beth Kerwin, The Economist;
Christopher Drago, OMD Digital.

6

5

7
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8 Elizabeth Hunter, Bain & Co;
Paul Rossi, The Economist.

8
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IAA Sweden Breakfast

STOCKHOLM
Members discuss how to
succeed in marketing internationally
at a chapter breakfast.
(All identifications are left to right.)
Vanja Spreitz-Armborsth, IGA; Kerstin Säll, IAA Sweden Chapter;
David Thunmarker, Tiger of Sweden.

Julian Stubbs, Dowell/Stubbs;
Mats Rönne, Electrolux.

1
LONDON
A panel discussion on luxury marketing
organized by IAA U.K. drew an
interested and interesting crowd.
(All photo identifications from left.)

1 Tariq Dag Steinberg Khan, NetJets Inc.
2 Harry Whitbread, The Economist;
Helen Timmis, MindShare.
3 Oliver Eills, London Times;
Leo Haque, LVMH Moët Hennessy.

2

4 Elena Fimanova, Mercury Publicity;
Neil Sartori, London Times;
Stella Toma, Mercury Publicity.
5 Anne Westwood, Citigate Albert Frank;
Michael Toedman, BusinessWeek.
6 Jeannine Soeldner, Carl Cullingford,
both IGP Ltd.

3
5

4
6

BALI
Attending the first Asia-Pacific Media Forum 2005, organized by the IAA and Asian Federation of
Advertising Agencies, are Frank Cuttita, International Advertising Assn.; Alan Rutherford, Unilever PLC;
Heather Leembruggen, Communications Plus; IAA World President Michael Lee, Lee & Steel.
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PATTAYA, THAILAND
Publicis, Leo Burnett, and Saatchi & Saatchi
collaborated to throw a ménage à trois
party during the eighth Asia Pacific Advertising
Festival this year.
(All photo identifications from left.)

1 Alex Lim, BBDO Singapore; James Koh,
Adeline Tan, both Aquent, Chris Chiu,
Leo Burnett Kreasindo.

1

2 Dean Bramham, Leo Burnett Kreasindo;
Graham Kelly, Saatchi & Saatchi
Singapore; Tay Guan Hin, JWT.
3 Rock Klinefelter, Karen Lim, both Leo Burnett.

3

4

6

4 Andy Lock, Carat Media Services
Thailand; Pornsiri Rojmeta, Consultant;
Richard Irvine, Leo Burnett Manila.
5 Harmandar Singh, Adoi magazine; Kim
Shaw, Campaign Brief Asia; Gary
Caulfield, Batey Singapore; Sheen Singh,
Passion Films; Antony Redman, Flying
Fish; John Merrifield, TBWA Japan.
6 Trudi Harris, Leo Burnett EMEA/Asia
Pacific; Michele Crew, Hudson Singapore;
Normandy Madden, Advertising Age.

5
1

LONDON
Some 300 delegates attended the joint
ISBA/ World Federation of Advertisers
annual conference in March.
(All photo identifications from left.)

2

1 Larry Light, McDonald’s,
Karen van Bergen, Stephan Loerke,
both World Federation of Advertisers.

4

2 Paul Carothers, Kraft Inc.
3 Ronald Lund, Assn. of Canadian Advertisers;
Bob Liodice, Assn. of National Advertisers.
4 Ivan Pollard, Elizabeth Kesses, both The
Ingram Partnership.

3
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5 Jeremy Kane, Ergo Communications;
Simon Taylor, Cadbury Schweppes.

5 6

6 Jessica Williamson, Jonathan Rigby,
both Foote Cone & Belding.
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NEW YORK
Members of the IAA New York chapter and
guests listen to Anne Toulouse of Boeing Co.
talk about advertising.
(All photo identifications from left.)

1 Anne Toulouse, Boeing Co.;
Shinichiro Yawata, Satoshi Mochizuki,
both Asahi Shimbun.
2 John Moncure, Steve Howe,
both Financial Times;
Catherine Merchant-Jones,
Prudential Financial.
3 Dan Reaume, MindShare;
Parke Eager, Time.

2
4 3

4 Jim Cammarata, IBM;
Toshi Motobayashi, Yomiuri Shimbun.
5 Sam White, The Economist;
Natalia Torres, Boeing;
Harold Dawson, Foote Cone & Belding.
6 Verushka Spear, Ane Elorriaga, both
Mediaedge:cia.
7 Bruce McLane, Washington Post;
Donetella Giacometti, Ten Second World.

5

8 Humphry Rolleston, The Economist;
Natalya Meytin, Worldmedia;
Mark Dixon, London Times.
9 Percy Fahrbach, CommPros USA;
Tony Wight, Northeast Media;
Don Bussey, Bloomberg.
10 Cristy Logan, Foote Cone & Belding;
John Marshall, Nihon Keizai Shimbun.

6
8

7
9
10
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A paradoxical cultural mix of
engineers and hipsters

Finns admit they are a little stingy with their
emotions. Smarmy footage of cute babies and softThese two campaigns,
focused romantic scenes just don’t fly.
“Trying to promote products in an emotional
for Mountain Dew [below]
manner will get you nowhere here,” says Heikki
Kauppila, managing director of BBDO Helsinki.
and Kulta Katriina coffee
“We’re a country of engineers. We’re rational
thinkers,
and we want rationality behind brands
[bottom], couldn’t have been
and products,” says Jaana Haapala, the agency’s
more different.
media planner.
By way of explanation, Kauppila notes the
difference between Finnish product development
and the methods of their neighbors in Sweden:
“Because we’re engineers, we think about how to
produce a product, and then figure out how we’ll
sell it. The Swedes think of a good idea and sell
it and then figure out how to produce it.”
“If we put our emotions anywhere, it’s in the
packaging. In that way, we’re a little bit more like
the Germans than other Europeans,” she adds.
The business climate in Finland has changed
dramatically in the past 30 years. With the
recession of the 1970s, the post-World War II era
of drinking and dancing disappeared.
“We became more focused and reflective.
Our focus switched to paying attention to business
and much less how it feels,” says Kauppila.
They’re a straightforward people with a strong
dividing line between business and pleasure. The
office is open at 8 or 9 and everyone is usually
gone by 4 or 5.
“We focus on our work
=In a country with more than
during business hours.We don’t
five million people, 47.9% are
under the age of 14.
take long lunches; yet we
don’t work long hours. We
=The young generation is markedly
have a life beyond work,”
different from staid older ones
that pride themselves on rational,
explains Haapala.
unemotional thinking.
“I was having a celebratory
lunch with a new client
=With nearly 100% literacy rate,
Finland is an intelligent and
today, and we had some
highly intellectual market.
champagne. But we both
were commenting on how
=Family and work are important,
but Finns are beginning to feel
an absence of social life.
B Y
K A T H
BBDO Helsinki
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unusual this was and enjoying it,” says Kauppila.
Finns also take the traditional long holidays
common through Europe. Yet there is a void in
social life for many Finns.
That’s why BBDO’s re-launch of a familiar
old Finnish coffee brand has been so successful,
precisely because it touches an emotional void
many Finns are experiencing.
Coffee has traditionally been marketed as a
way to start the day in solitude and contemplation.
Picture a pensive Finn pondering the state of the
world over his morning coffee, almost selfindulgently, says Haapala.
BBDO’s re-launch of the Kulta Katriina coffee
brand turns the solitary coffee culture on its ear by
transforming coffee into a social tool. Ads show
Finnish couples and friends meeting over a cup of java.
“Coffee helps people to talk and communicate.
When you ask somebody out for coffee, you
actually tell them you want to talk to them or to
get to know them better,” says Haapala.
This staid adult culture of coffee and conversation
is a direct opposite of the 2003 BBDO Finnish
launch of Mountain Dew directed at a generation
plugged into a completely different wavelength.
Positioning the brand as alternative to the
young and hip market, BBDO chose to avoid the
traditional launch routes and television completely.
Instead, the message was communicated on
billboards, buses, radio, store posters, and coolers
inviting kids to join the “Dew Crew.” Product
samples were distributed on the streets; logobearing t-shirts were passed out at summer
gatherings and alternative sporting events.
The unorthodox, in-your-face 2003 launch
skyrocketed Mountain Dew to the No. 2 soft
drink position in the country in just four weeks.
These campaigns clearly indicate Finland is in
a stage of transition.As this young generation ages,
the Finns’ engineer mentality may disappear—
or will these teens eventually grow up to be just
like their parents?
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While the other holloi-polloi are off sunning in Brazil or shopping in
Buenos Aires, you are trying to discover a warm, out-of-the-way place to
collect your thoughts. Mexico would be logical or perhaps Thailand, but
perhaps some place with a booming business scene, yet seldom thought
of, might be better. Chile perhaps? Santiago indeed! Not a bad choice.

otherwise
Chile is one of the most stunning
countries on Earth. After
three days sampling city
delights, you may be yearning

on the ground

You could park at the Ritz

COMO AGUA PARA CHOCOLATE

for something more. Head

This great stringbean of a country

Carlton, close to shopping in lush

Constitución 88

north to the ski resorts, a short

features one cool bustling, noisy,

environs. Santiago is a bit slow

Bellavista

drive away in the Andes, for

dust-fringed capital: Santiago.

on the luxe boutique hotel front,

56-2-777-8740

skiing. July, August, and

It’s nestled at the foothills of the

so the other option would be the

ETNIKO

September offer great snow

Andes in a dirt powder bowl

Santiago Park Plaza in the

Constitución 172

and wonderful diversions—

with Laredos, cowboy hats,

European part of town, Providencia,

56-2-732-0019

especially the Portillo and Valle

steaks, and frijoles. When

and features a fun little rooftop

there is a breeze, the air can be

pool. It’s a bit 1962, in a weird way,

evening out

wonderful: scented with the

even though it was built in 1991.

Why not check out the surreal

Santiago also offer their own

smell of fresh grass and flowers.

SANTIAGO PARK PLAZA

charms of Le Cutton, a funky bar

attractions: Vina del Mar in its

Av Ricardo Lyon 207

with strong drinks and eclectic

own way is quaint and enjoying

cool, clean, and beautiful air

Providencia

decor including musical instruments,

a revival of sorts while areas

hub, Arturo Merino Benitez

56-2-372-4000

sewing machines, and chairs

around nearby Valparaiso offer

International Airport. You might

THE RITZ CARLTON SANTIAGO

that nearly fall apart when you

good waves and a stunning bay.

be tempted to just stay there

Calle El Alcalde No. 15

sit down. Very popular with

after you find out that they

Las Condes

Santiago’s creative classes, Le

anything between 2 p.m. and 4

charge $100 to step foot through

56-2-470-8500

Cutton skips out on the fab and

p.m. Telenovelas rule the roost,

You arrive into a strikingly

Nevado resorts.
The beaches around

Finally, don't plan to do

checks in with a sweet down-

and you don’t want anyone to

getting to the city, which is a

food and beverage services

home demeanor that leaves you

discover you engrossed in

good 35-minute taxi ride.

Okay. You’re not here for the food.

comfortable. When you’ve had

“Tentacion,” a telenovela so

immigration, but trust—it’s worth
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within the limits

America when it comes to cuisine.

Santiago sprawls, but tightly. It may

Which is to say, uninspired. You

not be the most beautiful city in the

could try Agua for the more

world, but it is sunny, modern,

upscale and formal sort of

and enjoying a bit of a design

evening—it’s in a big red build-

moment. Frequent earthquakes

ing that looks somewhat like a

and bad architecture from the

red giant deluxe five-star Taco

The Portillo

1960s and 1970s still dominate,

Bell, but the food is grand.

slopes are

making everything a bit of an

For fun, definitely check out

considered among

adventure in aesthetics, but it’s

Etniko, which imports the beautiful

the best in the

slowly changing. Local architects

people by the basket. It’s all

world for skiing.

like Felipe Assadi and Mathias

Latin lover in here, with magazine

Klotz have turned the Santiago

cover models and boys in navy

enough, swing to Plazza Nunoa,

bad it’s absolutely fantastic. In

suburban scene into international

lurking in the garden sipping

where the hot crowd is gorgeous

three days, you have picked up

bywords for cool, and their

sake. But if you’re all about

and sexy, if a bit cheap and

the story lines and wonder

imprint is spreading across the

being seen in hot restaurants,

cheesy at the same time.

who’s pregnant now, why the

city. But since you can't hang at

maybe best to stay in Hong

Thursday is the big night.

family linen company is going

architectural projects, the best

Kong. Santiago’s charms are

LE CUTTON

under, who’s sleeping with your

areas for nightlife, business,

the little whatever places in

Palena 3395 Sector Lo Cañas

assistant. And when you return

and entertainment remain

Bellavista where you can drop

56-2-286-9139

home, never let anyone know

neighborhoods like Providencia,

in, grab a table, and get served

PLAZZA NUNOA

you had a good time to keep

Bellavista, and El Golf in Las Condes.

whatever comes your way.

Jorge Washington at Plazza Nunoa

Santiago a big secret.
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www.skiportillo.com
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Chile is the Britain of South

48

www.inter-national-ist.com

www.hubculture.com is in the know on the places where
members of the global society stay, eat, shop, and play.
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